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Oval

When most of the design industry moves towards making 
minimal products, we wanted to create a heavily cushioned, 
puffy and comforting chair with our Oval series. The seat is 
outlined in semi-oval shape, and the Back, with its uniquely 
contoured bucket profile, hugs the human body. The Seat and 
Back are two separate pieces made in moulded polyurethane 
foam. A solid metal rod is bent to form the structure, and a 
tight nylon mesh is woven around the frame, ensuring its puffy 
springy comfort. In contrast, to balance this heavy chair, we 
decided to give it a thin base of the cantilevered pipe frame, 
which is sturdy and provides a bouncy effect to the user.





Oval

Complementing the same design language is the revolving 
chairs in the Oval family. These work well for home offices, 
study and casual meeting rooms. It also includes a bar stool 
with a footrest for high tables, available with and without 
castors. These can be used for exclusive bar counters and also 
with drafting tables or high discussion tables. 



Oval

Oval tandem seating with its simple but appealing pipe 
structure gives the designer the flexibility to plan the layout. 
The placement and quantity of chairs and side table tops are 
customisable to suit the user requirements. The Base Legs 
made of our unique conical taper pipes adds to the personality 
of this seating.
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